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Many optical circuit switched data center networks (DCN) have been proposed in the past to attain higher
capacity and topology reconfigurability, though commercial adoption of these architectures have been minimal.
One major challenge these architectures face is the difficulty of handling uncertain traffic demands using
commercial optical circuit switches (OCS) with high switching latency. Prior works have generally focused on
developing fast-switching OCS prototypes to quickly react to traffic changes through frequent reconfigurations.
This approach, however, adds tremendous complexity to the control plane, and raises the barrier for commercial
adoption of optical circuit switched data center networks.
We propose COUDER, a robust topology and routing optimization framework for reconfigurable optical
circuit switched data centers. COUDER optimizes topology and routing based on a convex set of traffic
matrices, and offers strict throughput guarantees for any future traffic matrices bounded by the convex set. For
the bursty traffic demands that are unbounded by the convex set, we employ a desensitization technique to
reduce performance hit. This enables COUDER to generate topology and routing solutions capable of handling
unexpected traffic changes without relying on frequent topology reconfigurations. Our extensive evaluations
based on Facebook’s production DCN traces show that, even with daily reconfiguration, COUDER achieves
about 20% higher throughput, and about 32% lower average hop count compared to cost-equivalent static
topologies. Our work shows that adoption of reconfigurable topologies in commercial DCNs is feasible even
without fast OCSs.
1 INTRODUCTION
Given the explosive growth in data center traffic, building networks that meet the requisite band-
width has also become more challenging. Modern data center networks (DCN) typically employ
multi-rooted tree topologies [33], which have a regular structure and redundant paths to support
high availability. However, uniformmulti-rooted trees are inherently suboptimal for carrying highly
skewed traffic that is common in DCNs [30, 44]. This has motivated several works on using optical
circuit switches (OCS) to enable more performant data center architectures [19, 51]. Compared
to conventional electrical packet switches, OCSs offer much higher bandwidth with lower power
consumption. Most importantly, OCSs introduces the possibility of Topology Engineering (ToE),
giving reconfigurability to the DCN topology for dynamic link-allocation between “hotspots” to
alleviate congestion.
Despite having shown immense promisein prior works, optical circuit-switched data centers have
not been widely deployed even after a decade’s worth of research efforts. The main challenge lies in
performing ToE under bursty traffic demands. Early works on ToE proposed reconfiguring topology
preemptively using a single estimated traffic matrix (TM) [19, 51]. However, the bursty nature of
DCN traffic makes forecasting TMs accurately very difficult [6, 31]. An inaccurate prediction may
lead to further congestion. Even if predictions were accurate, the forecast could still turn stale if
reconfiguration takes tens of milliseconds. Subsequent works have thus focused on designing OCSs
capable of microsecond-level switching to enable faster reaction to traffic variations [21, 39, 40, 43].
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However, these architectures rely on frequent topology and routing updates, which adds significant
complexity to the control plane, and disincentivizes adoption by large vendors.
We tackle bursty DCN traffic from a different perspective, using a robust optimization-based ToE
framework called COUDER (Convex hullOptimized withUncertaintyDesensitization forEnhanced
Robustness). While prior works optimize topology for a single estimated TM [26, 51], our approach
optimizes topology based on a predicted convex set of TMs. For any traffic matrix that is bounded by
this convex set, COUDER offers strict throughput guarantees; for outlier TMs not bounded by the
convex set, COUDER employs a desensitization technique to reduce the performance degradation
caused by unexpected traffic bursts. Owing to its robustness to traffic uncertainty, our approach is
less reliant on frequent OCS reconfiguration to handle traffic changes. To our knowledge, COUDER
is the first framework that tackles ToE from a robust optimization perspective.
Contrary to prior ToE solutions based on non-commercial OCS prototypes that require sophis-
ticated controls [21, 27], the source of COUDER’s complexity is its algorithm’s design. We first
discuss the assumed network architecture and system-level considerations for OCS reconfiguration
in §4. Next, using an initial naive formulation of COUDER, we analyze the fundamental but subtle
shortcomings of this approach in §6. The insights and analyses done here were instrumental to the
refinement of COUDER’s final implementation, to the point where it is currently able to provide
strong throughput guarantees for bounded TMs, while maintaining solution robustness for out-
of-bound TMs. Still, the entire topology-routing optimization problem is an NP-complete integer
programming problem. To make the problem tractable, we relax the complexity by computing a
fractional topology as an intermediate solution first, and then round the intermediate solution to
an integer one using a lagrangian method. These steps are detailed in §7.
In §8, we evaluate COUDER’s performance using both production DCN traces from Facebook [44]
and synthetically-generated traffic matrices. Performance is measured using two metrics: maximum
link utilization (MLU) and average hop count (AHC). Although there is a clear gap in performance
between COUDER and an instantaneously-reconfigurable ideal ToE solution with a-priori traffic
knowledge, COUDER’s performance is attained under daily reconfiguration, which can be readily
achieved using current commercial OCSs, with only a minor increase management overhead to
the SDN controller. Our evaluation results also show that daily reconfiguration is sufficient for
COUDER to outperform other static DCN topologies1. Compared to a static uniform mesh topology,
COUDER reduces the MLU by about 20%, and the AHC by about 32%. Compared to a fat tree of
comparable cost, COUDER reduces the MLU by about 50%, and the AHC by about 60%. Finally, we
use packet level simulations to study how operator-centric metrics like MLU and AHC may affect
user-centric application-level performance, such as flow completion time, in §9.
In short, the contributions of our work are as follows:
• We present a topology engineering framework that is robust to traffic uncertainties called
COUDER. COUDER optimizes topology and routing based on a convex traffic set to deliver
strong throughput guarantees for traffic bounded by the convex set, and uses a desensitization
technique to handle out-of-bounds traffic.
• We run thorough analysis on production inter-pod traffic, and validate the feasibility of
predicting future TMs with a convex set. Specifically, we found that about 92% of traffic
matrices can be bounded by under 30 minutes’ worth of historical traffic.
• Our approach is robust to traffic changes, and is able to achieve good performance without
relying on frequent topology-reconfigurations. This greatly reduces the implementation
complexity for commercial adoption of ToE.
1We posit that more infrequent reconfigurations might be feasible, though we have sufficient data to validate this conjecture,
as Facebook’s traces contains only one day’s worth of traffic.
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3Fig. 1. An illustration of COUDER’s DCN network physical topology. A pod is the basic unit of network
deployment. Pods are fully-interconnected physically via a layer of OCSs at the core layer. Reconfiguring the
OCS switch states realizes a different logical pod-level topology.
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Traffic-Agnostic DCN Topology
DCN topologies have been traditionally designed to be static and traffic-agnostic, focusing on
bisection bandwidth, scalability, failure resiliency, etc. They can be divided into either Clos-like and
mesh-like topologies. Clos topology (e.g., Fat-Tree [1, 37]) is more widely-adopted in large-scale data
centers (e.g., Google [46], Facebook [18], Cisco [14], and Microsoft [24]), as its regular hierarchical
structure simplifies routing and congestion control. Mesh-like expander topology also shows great
promise due to its flat hierarchy that, unlike Clos, eliminates the need for the spine layer. This
saves cost and offers rich path diversity [47, 50, 56].
However, DCN traffic is inherently skewed. A study from Microsoft [30] showed that only a few
top-of-rack (ToR) switches are “hot” in a small (1500-server) production data center. Facebook [44]
reported that the inter-pod traffic in one of their data centers varies over more than seven orders of
magnitude. As a result, static and traffic-agnostic network topologies can be inherently suboptimal
when subject to skewed DCN traffic.
2.2 Traffic-Aware DCN Topology
To handle fast-changing, high-skewed traffic patterns, some researchers have argued for reconfig-
urable DCN topologies based on optical circuit switches (OCS) [20, 34, 49, 62]. The pioneering work,
Helios [19], proposed reconfiguring pod-to-pod topology using OCSs based on a single estimated
traffic matrix. However, reconfiguring Helios incurs a significant delay (about 30ms), a problem that
most commercial OCSs today still face [12]. Given that 50% of DCN flows lasting below 10ms [31],
a 30ms reconfiguration latency could mean that the topology optimized for pre-switching traffic
may no longer be a good fit for post-switching demands.
The need to cope with rapid traffic changes motivated subsequent works aimed at decreasing
reconfiguration latency for OCSs. Some of these have focused on providing ToR-level reconfigura-
bility [35, 48, 51], potentially reducing latency to microseconds level using sophisticated hardware.
However, these approaches might not scale to data centers with thousands of ToRs, due to the low
radix of ToRs and the finite size of OCSs. Others have proposed scaling up reconfigurable networks
with steerable wireless transceivers [21, 27, 63], but these architectures face serious deployment
challenges related to environmental conditions in real DCNs, and to the need for sophisticated
steering mechanisms. The Opera architecture [38], built using rotor switches from [39], forms
a mesh-like expander topology by multiplexing a set of preconfigured matchings in the time-
domain. Unfortunately, frequently changing OCS connections may overload the SDN controller,
and undermines data center availability as a result.
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(a) Traffic boundability of Facebook’s traces.
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(b) Topology engineering based on convex set
of critical traffic matrices.
Fig. 2. a) Length of lookback window needed to bound inter-pod TMs derived from Facebook DCN clusters .
b) A convex set that bounds all other TMs. In general, a smaller convex set forms a larger formed.
Some prior works have also looked into circuit-scheduling algorithms in the presence of recon-
figuration delays [8, 36, 53]. Their problem setup fundamentally differs from that of ours, as we
are interested in designing a single topology optimized for many different traffic demands, while
circuit-scheduling algorithms are typically concerned with sequencing circuit configurations to
better serve a single traffic demand.
2.3 Traffic Engineering
Careful traffic engineering (TE) is required to fully realize the potential of reconfigurable topologies.
TE generally consists of 2 components, namely path-selection and load-balancing. Path-selection
phase selects a set of candidate paths for carrying traffic. and the load-balancing phase calculates
the splitting-weights for the candidate paths.
Path-selection in data centers typically rely on the K-shortest-path algorithm [47, 50, 55]. As for
load balancing, nearly all prior works on optical circuit-switched data centers compute routing
weights by solving a multi-commodity flow (MCF) problem on a single predicted traffic matrix [19,
27, 51]. However, predicting a TM accurately can be difficult, and an inaccurate traffic prediction
may incur unexpected congestion. Rotornet [39] load-balances traffic using Valiant load-balancing
(VLB) [60]. VLB has several desirable properties, such as being a lightweight traffic-agnostic routing
algorithm, robust under demand uncertainties by splitting traffic via indirect paths, and having
a guaranteed worst-case throughput-reduction of 2×. However, DCN operators have access to
a wealth of historical traffic data to know the range within which traffic will likely occur. This
makes VLB overly conservative. Some literature use robust optimization to strike a balance between
routing performance and robustness to traffic uncertainty [13, 52, 57]. Although these solutions
are mainly designed for wide area networks (WAN), the core ideas are equally applicable to DCNs.
3 WEAK TRAFFIC STABILITY
The belief in a lack of temporal stability in DCN traffic has driven much work on designing faster
OCSs and control planes in the past. However, DCN traffic is not entirely random, especially at
the pod level. Although pod-level traffic matrices (TM) certainly do not generally exhibit strong
temporal stability, they do exhibit a weak form of temporal stability. This makes it possible to find a
range (or bound) that would contain most TMs, even though accurate per-traffic matrix prediction
may be extremely difficult.
We demonstrate weak stability with a simple case study on Facebook’s published data center
traces, which contains a worth of one-day’s of TM snapshots obtained from a Facebook data
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5Fig. 3. Illustrating the complete software workflow of COUDER.
center [44]. This Facebook’s data center consists of three clusters of pods (a database cluster, a
web search cluster and a hadoop cluster), with intra-cluster communication dominating the entire
network. The packet traces were collected with a 1:30000 sampling rate. The packet traces were
aggregated into a sequence of 1-second-averaged inter-pod TMs. Then, for each TM in the sequence,
we gradually increase the lookback window into the past until the current snapshot can be bounded
by traffic snapshots in the lookback window.
Our approach in computing the convex set is motivated by that in [59]. Using k-means clustering,
we first group all the considered TMs into K clusters of TMs, and for every cluster compute a
component-wise max TM. It is obvious that these K component-wise max TMs form a convex set,
which we refer to interchangeably as critical TMs. Note that finding the smallest convex set (i.e. the
convex hull) is significantly more challenging, especially for high-dimensional TMs.
Let {T1,T2, ...,TK } be the set of critical TMs for the current interval of TMs. For every TMT in the
next interval, we say T is bounded by the critical TMs if there exist λ1, λ2, ..., λK ≥ 0,∑Kk=1 λk ≤ 1,
such that T = λ1T1 + λ2T2 + · · · + λKTK .
Fig. 2a shows the CDF of TM snapshots bounded by the critical TMs in the preceding interval, as
a function of the lookback duration. We generated three curves for the three DCN clusters that run
different application mixes respectively, and also one curve by combining the individual clusters.
Clearly, more TMs become boundable as the longer the lookback window. Specifically, slightly over
92% of TMs are boundable given just a 30-minute lookback window. If we extend the lookback
window to 3 hours, then nearly all TMs are boundable.
This finding has motivated us to design a robust topology engineering based on the convex
set generated by critical TMs. Exploiting the weak temporal stability would in theory allow us to
optimize the topology to be sufficiently good for the general case traffic. As long as the new TM is
bounded by this convex set, topology reconfiguration is not necessary. However, since there are
always TMs that are outside of the convex set, employing proper techniques to ensure solution
robustness for out-of-bound TMs is both a major challenge and a key contribution of this work.
4 SYSTEM LEVEL OVERVIEW OF COUDER
4.1 Network Architecture
The assumed DCN architecture is shown in Fig. 1, with a layer of OCSs interconnecting a number
of pods. A pod is a typical deployment unit for data centers, whose network fabric can be built
from either monolithic switches like CE12800 [28], or small-radix switches organized in a non-
blocking, Clos-like structure [18, 46]. An OCS is a fully optical component that sends incoming
optical signals directly to a reconfigurable egress port without packet decoding. Although OCS
reconfiguration could take tens of milliseconds, upon completion a new inter-pod topology is
realized. Since OCSs do not buffer packets, all paths through the established OCS circuits are
transparent to in-flight packets. In contrast to many flexible network architectures with inter-ToR
reconfigurability [21, 27, 43, 51, 63], however, we focus on inter-pod reconfigurability mainly for
the following reasons:
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• Scalability: Using pods with hundreds of uplinks to the OCSs, our architecture could support up
to about 100 pods. Since each pod could contain Θ(1000) servers, our architecture can scale up to
over 100k servers.
• Traffic stability: Inter-pod traffic shows more noticeable locality [44], and is more stable than
inter-ToR traffic [15, 31] due to averaging effects from the aggregation switches. This stability
makes it much more feasible to not rely on on-demand circuit switching.
• High fan-out2: Pods have much higher fan-out than ToRs. Combined with multi-hop routing,
every pod is reachable within one or two hops, making it possible for one logical topology to serve
several, possibly dense3, traffic matrices.
• Compatibility with current technology: Interconnecting pod uplinks with spines using single-mode
fibers and optical transceivers is already commonplace in current fat tree-based DCNs [7]. Given
that single-mode transceivers with link margin of > 5dB, which is much higher than the insertion
loss of ≤ 3dB common to commercial OCSs, our proposed network architecture (see Fig. 1 can be
easily realized by simply replacing the spine switches with commercial OCSs. This makes for a
smoother transition into optically-connected data centers.
In this paper, we refer to the (fixed) physical connections between the pod and OCSs as the
physical topology. Topology engineering reconfigures the OCSs to realize a specific logical topology
as an overlay on the physical topology.
4.2 Computing Logical Topology
Prior works have designed reconfigurable topology based on a single estimated traffic matrix,
obtained either from switch measurements (e.g. Hedera [2]) or from end-host buffer occupancy [51].
However, due to the bursty nature of DCN traffic [31], even inter-pod traffic can be difficult to
predict accurately, which fundamentally limits the robustness of such an approach.
COUDER takes as an input a set of multiple TMs that form a convex set, and outputs a logical
topology and routing configuration optimized for the input TMs. The first step is to obtain multiple
critical TMs whose convex hull covers historical traffic snapshots (see Step 1 of Fig. 3). §3 presents
an approach to compute a set of critical TMs, and Fig. 2a shows that a majority of future traffic
snapshots can be bounded by these critical TMs.
The next step is to optimize topology for the convex TM set, which presents the main algorithmic
challenge of this paper. We begin the discussion using a straightforward but naive formulation
in §5. We flesh out the shortcomings of our initial formulation in §6, a process which has also
taught us valuable insights that were used to refine COUDER’s final implementation. However, our
topology optimization problem remains an NP-Complete integer programming problem. To reduce
algorithmic complexity, we develop a number of relaxation techniques detailed in §7 to make the
problem polynomial-time solvable. Our relaxation techniques result in much lower optimality loss
than those used in prior works, which is validated numerically in Appendix E.
4.3 Reconfiguring Logical Topology Safely
Existing topology engineering solutions generally rely on frequent topology-reconfigurations to
react to traffic changes. However, reconfiguring topology frequently, even when done properly,
could place a tremendous amount of workload on the SDN controller. When done improperly, a
misstep in reconfiguration could compromise DCN availability [23, 41]. For instance, a poor-choice
2Ability to form direct links with many destinations,.
3While inter-ToR traffic matrices are generally quite sparse [21], inter-pod traffic matrices tend to be more dense, with
mostly non-zero entries.
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7of switching configuration, or even a bug in the network controller, carries the risk of failing entire
DCN blocks; an admittedly rare risk, but one that increases with the rate of reconfiguration.
To our knowledge, COUDER is the first topology engineering approach that does not rely
on frequent reconfigurations to react to traffic changes. Our evaluation results in §8.2.2 shows
that COUDER can provide sufficiently good performance with just daily reconfiguration, and
reconfiguring topology more frequently only brings marginal improvements. This opens up the
possibility of prioritizing “reconfiguring safely” over “reconfiguring quickly”.
There are two major safety considerations when reconfiguring topology. First, topology reconfig-
uration must be carefully sequenced to avoid routing packets into “black holes”. The SDN controller
must first “drain” links by informing packet switches not to route traffic through the optical links
that are about to be switched. Only upon verifying that no traffic flows through these links can
physical switching take place. After switching completes, the SDN controller can then “undrain”
links and start sending traffic through them again.
Second, topology reconfiguration needs to be staged to maintain sufficient network capacity,
especially when traffic demands are high. For instance, if 60% of links need to be reconfigured
when network utilization is at 80%, the entire reconfiguration process should take at least 3 stages
(switching 20% of links in each stage) to avoid congestion. Note that it is possible to lower the
number of reconfiguration stages by applying the minimal rewiring optimization developed in [61],
though this is beyond the scope of this work.
5 PRELIMINARY MATHEMATICS
In this section, we introduce the recurring mathematical notations and definitions used throughout
this paper. All notations are tabulated in Table 1.
5.1 Logical Topology
Let S = {s1, .., sN } be the set of pods, O = {o1, ..,oM } be the set of OCSs, and xmij be the number
of directed links from pod si to pod sj through OCS om . A logical topology is represented by
X = [xi j ], i, j = 1, ...,n, where xi j = ∑Mm=1 xmij denotes the number of links between pods si and sj .
Logical topology X can be feasibly realized by a physical topology, i.f.f. it satisfies the following:
OCS-level (Hard) Physical Constraints:
1)
N∑
j=1
xmji ≤ hmig (i),
N∑
j=1
xmij ≤ hmeg(i), ∀i = 1, ..,N , m = 1, ..,M ;
2) xi j =
M∑
m=1
xmij , xi j and xmij are all integers;
(1)
where hmig (i),hmeg(i) are the number of ingress/egress links of pod si through OCS om .
5.2 Path Selection for Routing
Just as effective routing strategies are important to efficiently utilize the provisioned DCN capacity,
path-selection is an integral part of any routing strategy. COUDER considers all node-disjoint paths
with at most two-hops between any source-destination pods (see Fig. 4a). The 1-hop paths are
referred to as direct paths, while the 2-hop paths from source to destination via an intermediate
pod are referred to as indirect paths. The rationales for choosing two-hop paths are:
(1) Compared to only the direct paths, considering both direct and 2-hop paths greatly increases
the total path capacity between all pod pairs.
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Fig. 4. a) COUDER routes traffic along all inter-pod paths with a maximum of 2 hops. b) 1 and 2 inter-pod hop
paths can sufficiently utilize the most of the entire DCN capacity without incurring significant complexity.
(2) Considering paths of lengths greater than 2 hops drastically increases both computational
and implementation complexity, but does not bring much additional path capacity.
We validate our arguments with a simple experiment. A typical production data center has tens of
pods, and each pod generally has hundreds of uplinks [4, 18]. We randomly generate 200 pod-level
topology instances in our experiment, with each instance having 20 pods with 128 uplinks of unit
bandwidth. For each of the generated instances, we compute the average path capacity between
all pod-pairs by considering all node-disjoint paths with hop counts up to x , where x is a variable
between 1 and 4. As seen in Fig. 4, considering 2-hop paths greatly increases the available path
capacity over just 1-hop direct paths, although further considering 3- and 4-hop paths only yield
minor improvements.
5.3 Defining Throughput for One Traffic Matrix
LetT = [ti j ], i, j = 1, ...,n be a TM, where ti j is the traffic rate (in Gbps) from pod si to pod sj . Given
a logical topology X , then, the throughput of T over a logical topology, X , is the maximum µ such
that the µT can be feasibly routed over X . Routing feasibility is defined as follows.
Let Pi j = {[si , sj ], [si , s1, sj ], . . . , [si , sn , sj ]} be the set of all paths between (si , sj ), and P =
∪(i, j)Pi j . (Note that OCSs are transparent to in-fly packets, so passing through an OCS does not
constitute an extra hop.) The feasibility of routing T over X can be verified using:
There exist Ω = {ωp },p ∈ P such that (2)
1)
∑
p∈Pi j
ωp = 1, ∀ i, j = 1, ...,N
2)
∑
p∈P, (si ,sj )∈p
ωptsrcpdstp ≤ xi jbi j , ∀ i, j = 1, ...,N
where bi j is the link capacity between si and sj , and ωp is the fraction of the traffic tsrcpdstp routed
(in Gbps) via path p. The first constraint splits the traffic amongst all the candidate paths, while the
second constraint ensures that no link can carry traffic at a rate that exceeds its bandwidth.
When computing throughput, we scaleT until the maximum link utilization (MLU) hits 1, where
link utilization is the ratio of a link’s traffic flow rate to its capacity. This problem is related to
minimizing max link utilization (MLU) for routing an unscaledT overX , since throughput is related
to MLU as a reciprocal.
5.4 Defining Max-min Throughput for Multiple Traffic Matrices
Given K critical traffic matrices, {T1, ..,TK }, let {µ1, .., µK } be the throughputs of routing {T1, ..,TK }
over X . We aim to design X that maximizes min(µ1, .., µK ) (max-min) throughput:
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S = {s1, .., sN } Set of all N pods
O = {o1, ..,oM } Set of allM circuit switches
xmij Integer number of pod i’s egress links connected to pod
j’s ingress links through om
X = [xi j ] ∈ Nn×n Inter-pod topology; xi j denotes the number (integer) of
si egress links connected to ingress links of sj
T = [ti j ] ∈ RN×N Traffic matrix, where ti j denotes the traffic rate (Gbps)
sent from si to sj
D = [di j ] ∈ RN×N Fractional topology; di j denotes the number (fractional)
of si egress links connected to ingress links of sj
hmeд(si ),hmiд(si ) Number of physical egress and ingress links, respec-
tively, connecting si to om
r ieg, r
i
ig Number of egress and ingress links, respectively, of si
bi j Link capacity (Gbps) between si and sj
Pi j Set of candidate paths from si to sj
srcp , dstp Source and destination pod index of path p
ωp Fraction of traffic tsrcpdstp allocated to path p
µ Traffic scale-up factor (a. k. a. throughput)
Table 1. Table of recurring mathematical notations used in this paper.
max
X
µ = min{µ1, .., µK }, s. t (3)
1) X is an integer matrix that satisfies (1)
2) (X , µkTk ) satisfies (2), ∀ k ∈ {1, ..,K}
Alternatively, we could maximize the average throughput of all critical TMs, but we avoid this
as it gives the optimization solver freedom to selectively maximize the throughputs of the “easier”
TMs. Instead, solving (3) ensures that the optimal (max-min) logical topology solution maximizes
all TM throughputs as evenly as possible.
6 POTENTIAL PITFALLS & LESSONS LEARNED IN TOPOLOGY ENGINEERING
Our initial formulation of COUDER takes the form of (3), which we will use as a starting point for
discussion. Over the course of COUDER’s development, this initial formulation led us into several
pitfalls, from which we have learned key insights that allowed us to gradually refine COUDER.
Here, we share a few notable ones based on anecdotal experience.
6.1 Lesson 1: Use a single routing weight for optimization
(3) offers the following performance guarantee:
Lemma 6.1. Let X ∗ be the optimal solution of (3), and µ∗ be the max-min throughput of the critical
TMs {T1, ...,TK }. For any traffic matrix T bounded by {T1, ...,TK }, routing µ∗T over X ∗ is feasible.
Proof. Given T = λ1T1 + λ2T2 + · · · + λKTK , where 0 ≤ λ1, ..., λK ≤ 1, and let Ωk be a feasible
routing allocation for µ∗Tk , k = 1, 2, ...,K , over the logical topology X ∗. A routing allocation Ω for
µ∗T can be constructed as follows:
ωp =
∑K
k=1 λkω
k
p t
k
srcpdstp
tsrcpdstp
. (4)
It is easy to verify that ωp , µ∗T ,X ∗ satisfy the constraint (2), which completes the proof. □
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Fig. 5. MLU time series comparing optimization techniques using a single v.s. many routing weights.
The biggest problem with (3) is that it gives the solver free reign to use different routing solutions
for different TMs. This makes the optimal routing weights a function of each TM in the convex set.
As a result, we would require a-priori knowledge of future TMs and the ability to update the routing
weights optimized for each future TM for Lemma 6.1 to hold, even if the future TMs are bounded
by the convex set. These requirements are unrealistic in practice, and thus greatly diminishes the
value of the formulation (3). By introducing a small change to (3), we arrive at the following:
max
X ,Ω={ωp }
µ = min{µ1, .., µK }, s. t (5)
1) X is an integer matrix that satisfies (1)
2) (X , µkTk ,Ω) satisfy (2), ∀ k ∈ {1, ..,K}
(5) differs from (3) in a subtle but important way: its optimization uses a single set of routing
weights, Ω. By solving for the max-min throughput with a single set of routing weights, the routing
weight solution (4) becomes a constant function of TMs, and thus Lemma 6.2 holds.
Lemma 6.2. Let X ∗∗,Ω∗∗ be the optimal solution of (5), and µ∗∗ be the max-min throughput value
for the critical TMs {T1, ...,TK }. Then, for any traffic matrix T bounded by these critical TMs, routing
µ∗∗T over X ∗∗ is feasible under the routing weight Ω∗∗.
Lemma (6.2) guarantees that for the logical topology X ∗∗ and the routing weight solution Ω∗∗,
any traffic matrix bounded by the convex set will achieve a throughput no less than µ∗∗, without
needing a-priori knowledge of the exact traffic matrices, or the ability to update routing weights
for every TM. Since we restrict all critical TMs using the same routing weight solution, µ∗∗ would
be no larger than µ∗. However, as we will see in the following experiment, µ∗∗ is much easier to
achieve, and thus Lemma (6.2) can be much more useful in practice.
We conduct an experiment based on the 1-second inter-pod traffic matrix snapshots obtained
from [44]. We select at random a contiguous sequence of TMs, extract K critical TMs (here K =
5), and then compute two topologies X ∗ and X ∗∗ based on (3) and (5), respectively. The MLU
performances of the two topologies are evaluated using the same sequence of TMs so that the
evaluated TMs are bounded by the convex set. These results are shown in Fig. 5.
If we had a-priori knowledge of the evaluation TMs, it would be possible to compute the offline-
optimal routing weights that minimizes MLU for every TM. In that case, both topologies have almost
identical MLU performance. However, assuming a-priori knowledge of future TMs is unrealistic.
For the topology X ∗, we could do the next best thing for each TM by optimizing its routing weights
based on its previous TM. Fig. 5 shows that by and large, X ∗ performs poorly in terms of MLU,
and even violates the upper bound 1µ∗ offered by Lemma 6.1. For the topology X
∗∗, even without
a-priori knowledge, we could use Ω∗∗ to route all the TMs (Ω∗∗ is obtained alongside with X ∗∗
when solving (5)). Fig. 5 shows that the MLUs of X ∗∗ are strictly no greater than 1µ∗∗ , indicating
that Lemma 6.2 holds for the bounded TMs.
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Fig. 6. MLU time series highlighting the effects of traffic uncertainty on performance. Compares the relative
performance degradations when sensitivity is optimized to when it is not.
6.2 Lesson 2: Desensitization is necessary in Topology Engineering
Lemma 6.2 is useful as it provides an achievable theoretical guarantee for throughput when the
evaluated TMs are bounded by the convex TM set. It does not, however, offer any guarantee
for outlier TMs that are outside of the convex set. In practice, outlier TMs are inevitable due to
unpredictable traffic bursts. If not handled properly, these unbounded TMs could cause severe
network congestion, and undermine network availability.
We handle outlier TMs using a desensitization step, for which we introduce a sensitivity metric
for every link (si , sj ). For any path p that traverses the link (si , sj ), a demand surge ∆ in tsrcpdstp
would increase the link (si , sj )’s utilization by ∆ωp/(xi jbi j ). We define sensitivity for link (si , sj ) as
SENi j = max
p :(si ,sj )∈p
ωp
xi jbi j
.
COUDER’s desensitization step then aims to minimize the maximum sensitivity of all links (see step
2 of §7.1 for details), which prevents the routing solution from allocating too much weight on any
single link, thereby reducing the increase in link utilization when demand surges. While performing
desensitization offers no theoretical guarantees on performance, our preliminary investigations
in Fig. 6 and extensive simulations later in §8 show that the desensitization step offers a marked
improvement in solution robustness and overall performance.
Fig. 6(a) shows that the link sensitivity distributions without desensitization exhibits a noticeably
longer tail and a larger variance than that with desentization. As a result, we can see in Fig. 6(b)
that the MLU performance in the evaluation (online) stage is poorer when desensitization is not
performed. In contrast, the MLU time series with desensitization shows consistently better MLU in
the evaluation phase. Since the TMs in the evaluation phase may be unbounded by the critical TMs
of the training phase TMs, the MLU may exceed 1/µ∗∗.
7 OVERALL METHODOLOGY
Based on the insights discussed in §6, we now present COUDER’s final implementation. The
final implementation uses a single set of routing weights for all critical TMs to attain performance
guarantees for bounded-TMs, and incorporates a desensitization step to improve solution robustness
under traffic uncertainties.
Still, the entire topology design problem is a hard integer programming problem (ILP) whose
runtime scales exponentially with the number of pods and OCSs. We reduce the complexity by
designing a fractional logical topology (Step 2 in Fig. 3) that optimizes throughput for all TMs first.
Computing a fractional topology without the integer requirement is easy using linear programming
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(LP). Next, we configure the OCSs such that the integer logical topology best approximates the
fractional topology (Step 3 of Fig. 3). These steps are detailed in §7.1 and §7.2, respectively.
7.1 Computing Fractional Topology
Before proceeding, a formal definition of fractional topology is needed.
Definition 7.1. Given a set of pods S = {s1, . . . , sN } and the number of ingress & egress links
r iig, r
i
eg, D = [di j ] ∈ RN×N is a fractional topology iff it satisfies:
N∑
j=1
di j ≤ r ieg,
N∑
i=1
di j ≤ r jig ∀ i, j = 1, ...,n (6)
Simply put, a fractional topology, D, describes the inter-pod (fractional) link count in a way that
satisfies each pod’s in/out-degree constraints. This definition ignores the OCSs; as we will consider
the OCS layer later when rounding the fractional logical topology into an integer one, accounting
for them here unnecessarily increases the number of variables needed for representation4.
COUDER computes a fractional topology in three steps. The first step is to find the optimal
max-min throughput of µ∗ for all the critical TMs using the following formulation:
Max-min Throughput: max
D,Ω={ωp }
µ = min{µ1, .., µK }, s. t.
1) D satisfies (6)
2) (D, µkTk ,Ω) satisfies (2), ∀ k ∈ {1, ..,K}
(7)
We have assumed the same routing weights for different critical TMs. However, note that (7) is
non-linear, as the second constraint of (7) contains a product term µωp of two optimization variables.
In Appendix A, we show how to linearize (7) into a simple LP problem that can be efficiently solved
with commercial optimization solvers like Gurobi [25]. Having computed µ∗, we fix µ∗ and compute
D,Ω that minimizes sensitivity in the second step:
Desensitization: min
D,Ω={ωp }
max
p
ωp
min(si ,sj )∈p di j
, s. t.
1) D satisfies (6)
2) (D, µ∗Tk ,Ω) satisfy (2), ∀ k ∈ {1, ..,K}
(8)
Similar to (7), (8) is also non-linear as its objective function takes the form of reciprocals of
optimization variables. Lacking the means of solving (8) directly with commercial solvers, we
instead use an iterative approach. In each iteration, β is fixed so that (8) transforms into an LP
feasibility problem, whereby we check if there exists D and Ω such that the maximum sensitivity is
no greater than the current β . If (8) is feasible for the current iteration’s β value, then the β value
for the next iteration is reduced; if (8) is infeasible, then β is increased in the next iteration. Using a
binary-search scheme, we can quickly converge to the optimal β value over several iterations.
In the third step, we optimize the average hop count by maximizing traffic traversing the direct
paths. Specifically, given the direct paths for all pod pairs, p |1 |i j for all i, j = 1, ...,N , the max-min
4As the number of ports of an OCS is comparable to a pod’s uplink, the number of OCSs, M , must be in the same order
as the number of pods N . Factoring in the OCS layer will raise the number of variables from O (N 2) to O (N 2M ), which
unnecessarily increases the problem’s space and runtime complexity.
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throughput µ∗, and the optimal sensitivity β , we compute D∗ and Ω∗ as follows:
Minimize Avg. Hop Count: max min
k=1, ..,K
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
ωp |1|i j
tki j , s. t.
1) D satisfies (6)
2) (D, µ∗Tk ,Ω) satisfy (2), ∀ k ∈ {1, ..,K}
3) ωp ≤ βdi j , ∀ i , j,p ∈ Pi j
(9)
Remark for routing: Note that the routing weight set solution Ω∗ is paired with the fractional
topology D∗. Once we convert D∗ to an integer topology, X ∗, the routing weight set based on X ∗
needs to be recomputed using (7)-(9).
7.2 Realizing D∗ on the OCS Layer
We now need to realize the integer logical topology, X on the OCS layer such that X best approxi-
mates D∗. The problem here is to decide the total number of links xmij connecting pod si to pod sj
through OCS om , for every i, j = 1, 2, ...,N andm = 1, 2, ...,M . Since there are M OCSs, each d∗i j
entry in D∗ can be split intoM integers, xmij ,m = 1, ...,M , such that
∑M
m=1 x
m
ij ≈ di j , where:
Soft / Matching Constraints:
⌊
d∗i j
⌋ ≤ M∑
m=1
xmij ≤
⌈
d∗i j
⌉
, ∀ i, j = 1, ...,n (10)
Then, a logical topology can be found by solving
Find {xmij } satisfying (1) and (10). (11)
However, (11) is NP-Complete, as the proven NP-Complete 3-Dimensional Contingency Table
problem [29] can be reduced to our problem. Fortunately, unlike the physical OCS constraints (1),
constraints (10) are “soft”, which can be relaxed to reduce algorithmic complexity.
Initially, we tried two natural ideas for relaxing (11)’s complexity. The first is a naive approach
that solves it directly with ILP, but this approach faces two main issues: 1) it has an exponential
runtime complexity, and 2) it cannot gracefully relax the soft constraints when satisfying (10) is
infeasible. We also tried a greedy maximum matching approach next as done in Helios [19], which
maps each OCS to a max-weight matching subproblem based on D∗, and then greedily solving
them. However, this greedy approach would violate many soft constraints such that the resulting
logical topology X is no longer a good approximation of D∗, causing poor network performance.
We wanted a reliable approach that (a) has low complexity, (b) is mathematically sound, and (c)
can gracefully relax soft constraints when necessary. The ILP approach only achieves (b), and the
greedy algorithm only achieves (a). Inspired by convex optimization theories, we developed an
algorithm that achieves all three criteria.
7.2.1 Lagrangian Dual Method (LDM).
Our Lagrangian Dual method is motivated by the dual ascent method in [9]. By transforming the
primal problem (11) into its Lagrangian dual problem, we can gracefully relax the soft constraints
(10) and decouple (11) into several easier subproblems. Next, we give a brief overview of LDM.
LDM first introduces a strictly-convex objective functionU (x) for the primal problem:
U (x) =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
M∑
m=1
−(xmij − hmij )2, (12)
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where hmij = min
(
hmeд(si ),hmiд(sj )
)
. We take advantage of the fact that xmij ≤ hmij ∀i, j =
1, 2, ...,N , m = 1, 2, ...,M to “coerce” the logical topology to form more logical links through
higher xmij values. The monotonically increasing objective function forces the integer logical topol-
ogy to fully-utilize available physical links. In addition, a quadratic objective function possesses a
strong convexity that stabilizes solution convergence.
LDM then introduces a set of dual variables p± = [p−i j ,p+i j , i, j = 1, 2, ...,N ] for the soft constraint
(10). The dual problem is:
min
p±
{
max
x
U (x) +
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[
p−i j
( M∑
m=1
xmij − c−i j
)
− p+i j
( M∑
m=1
xmij − c+i j
)]}
s.t p± ≽ 0 and x satisfies (1)
(13)
The dual variables p± essentially “scores” the cost of forming logical links between pods. For
instance, when a particular pod pair (si , sj ) is under-provisioned (i.e ∑Mm=1 xmij < c−i j ), p−i j will
increase while p+i j will decrease such that future OCSs will more likely form links between (si , sj ).
The opposite is also true when (si , sj ) is over-provisioned. Thus, iteratively updating p± exerts a
negative-feedback until the soft constraint is met. Rearranging the objective of (13) gives us:
min
p±
{
−
M∑
m=1
[
min
xm
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(
− (xmij − hmij )2 + (p−i j − p+i j )xmij
)]
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
p+i jc
+
i j −
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
p−i jc
−
i j
}
(14)
(14) indicates that for any given p±, finding the optimal x can be decoupled intoM subproblems,
each corresponding to one OCS:
maxxm
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(
− (xmij − hmij )2 + (p−i j − p+i j )xmij
)
(15)
s.t:
N∑
i=1
xmij ≤ hmig (j),
N∑
j=1
xmij ≤ hmeg(i) ∀ i, j = 1, ..,N
These subproblems are still integer programming problems. Fortunately, if we apply first order
linear approximation to the quadratic terms in (15), we can convert (15) to a Min-cost Flow (MCF)
problem, which can be solved in polynomial time using Goldberg-Tarjan [11] algorithm.
In order to solve the overall minimization problem w.r.t p±, we employ a subgradient method
with a harmonic step function. (The dual objective function is not differentiable, thus the typical
gradient descent algorithm cannot be used here.) The detailed algorithm for LDM is stated in
Appendix C, followed by its optimality analysis in Appendix E.
8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We assume a fluid traffic model to help scale our evaluation, while still capturing the essential
macroscopic properties.
Datasets: Our evaluations are driven by both production traces and synthetically-generated traffic
matrices. Processing the production trace from [44] gives us slightly over 86000 1-second TM
snapshots over the course of 1 day. For the sake of brevity, we only show the evaluation results
of the combined cluster traces; the remaining evaluation results based on the three individual
clusters are available in Appendix B. We placed the aggregated traffic matrices and the software
implementation of COUDER in an open source repository [5] to aid reproducibility of this work.
Facebook’s production trace shows a strong clustering effect, with as much as 99% of the fabric’s
traffic being internal to clusters. Though these traffic patterns may be common in large-scale
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Fig. 7. Performance based on Facebook’s inter-pod DCN traces, aggregated into 1-second traffic matrices.
production DCNs, they are not universally-representative, especially for DCNs with disaggregated
storage. In DCNs with disaggregated storage generally have more dominant traffic between clusters,
particularly between the compute and storage clusters. To simulate these traffic patterns, we
synthesize a sequence of traffic matrices by first splitting all the network pods into two evenly-sized
clusters of pods: one for storage, the other for compute. Then, for each synthesized TM, we generate
a random write/read demand for every compute pod and distribute such demand uniformly among
all the storage pods. Storage pods do not communicate amongst themselves.
Metrics: The main metrics used for evaluation are:
• Max Link Utilization (MLU): Link utilization is defined as the ratio of traffic demand traversing
said link to its capacity. The maximum link utilization (MLU) is a good indicator of the congestion
level at the most bottlenecked link; so a lower MLU is preferred. Although MLU cannot exceed 1
in practice because packets can be dropped, we allow MLU to be greater than 1 in our evaluation,
as it could reflect how severe the congestion is.
• Average Hop Count (AHC) is the average inter-pod link traversed when sending traffic to its
destination. COUDER routes traffic along both direct 1-hop and indirect 2-hop paths to attain
larger path capacity between pods, which is helpful for absorbing unexpected traffic bursts. That
said, a lower AHC is still preferred when possible, because lowering AHC reduces packet latency,
DCN bandwidth tax [38], and flow completion time (see §9).
8.1 Versus Other Topology & Routing Solutions
We first compare COUDER against several other representative DCN topologies and routing
solutions in terms of MLU and AHC. The results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
COUDER’s setting: For TMs derived from Facebook’s DCN traces, COUDER computes an inter-
pod topology and a single set of routing weights based on 5 critical TMs extracted from the first
hour’s traffic matrices. The process is similar for the synthetically-generated desegregated storage
TMs, but we extract the critical TMs from the first one-tenth of traffic snapshots instead. The
computed topology and routing solution are fixed as we evaluated the performance for remaining
traffic snapshots in the sequence.
Versus the optimal performance (Ideal): The optimal performance represents the (unrealistic)
performance upper bound of ToE, which assumes that an offline-optimal topology and routing for
each TM can be computed. Given a TM snapshot, The optimal topology and routing solution can
be computed using (3), and the optimal MLU is simply the reciprocal of the optimal throughput. As
is evident in Figs. 7 and 8, the optimal MLU is the lowest. That said, COUDER is still the closest to
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Fig. 8. Performance using synthetically-generated traffic matrices for data centers with disaggregated storage.
optimal in terms of MLU compared to other approaches. Note that the AHC of the optimal solution
is slightly greater than 1, as we lose some optimality when rounding a fractional topology into an
integer one. Thus, a small fraction of traffic must traverse 2-hop paths to “regain” the best MLU.
Versus fat tree (FT + ECMP): Fat tree is the de facto standard for DCN topologies and a non-
oversubscribed fat tree is rearrangeably non-blocking. Most operators would oversubscribe to
either the aggregation or core layers in practice to save cost [6, 18, 24]. In this work, we compare
against a 2:1 oversubscribed fat tree, which has a more comparable deployment cost to a COUDER
solution than a fully non-blocking fat tree. The fat tree is routed with ECMP.
As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, COUDER reduces MLU by about 50%, and AHC by about 60% over a
2:1 oversubscribed fat tree. Since the fat tree has an additional spine layer of packet switches, any
inter-pod traffic must traverse at least 2 hops (one between the source pod and the spine, and the
other between the spine and the destination pod), so the AHC is invariably 2.
Versus uniform mesh (U. Mesh + TE & Oblivious): Next, we compare COUDER against a
uniform mesh that directly connects pods without an OCS layer. Uniform mesh is a class of
expander networks. When coupled with multi-path traffic engineering, a uniform mesh can easily
attain bandwidth comparable to that of a fat tree at a lower capital cost [32]. This, along with their
incremental expandability [58], makes mesh expanders an attractive option for building future
DCNs. Since COUDER’s logical topology is also mesh-like with non-uniform inter-pod connectivity,
a uniform mesh is a natural baseline for comparison.
We first evaluate a uniform mesh’s performance when coupled with COUDER’s routing strategy
(denoted as Unif. Mesh + TE). On average, COUDER reduces AHC by about 32% and lowers
MLU by about 20% over a uniform mesh + TE. This comparison shows the benefits of having a
reconfigurable OCS layer, allowing COUDER to reconfigure topology to better fit the traffic patterns
by strategically placing links more between hotspots.
Next, we compare COUDER against a uniform mesh with VLB routing (denoted as oblivious),
which routes a packet to its destination through a randomly chosen intermediate pod. VLB is a
highly robust routing scheme as it is traffic-oblivious. However, although inter-pod DCN traffic can
be bursty at times, most snapshots can be captured reasonably well by a convex set of historical
TMs (see Fig. 2a), which makes VLB overly conservative compared to other traffic-aware traffic
engineering techniques. As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the uniform mesh+VLB (oblivious) option
performs significantly worse than COUDER in terms of both MLU and AHC.
Versus direct-path routing (U. Mesh + Dir & COUDER + Dir): Finally, we evaluate direct-path
routing (i.e. AHC is invariably 1) when coupled with COUDER and uniform mesh topologies. Recall
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Fig. 9. The effects of choosing different numbers of critical TMs for COUDER on MLU and AHC performance.
from Fig. 4(b) in §5.2 that routing with direct paths exclusively offers much less path capacity
between pod pairs compared to multi-path routing with 2-hop and direct paths. Thus, the MLU
tends to be higher due to there being insufficient path capacity to “absorb” traffic surges. Using
COUDER alleviates this issue somewhat by allocating more link capacity to the hotspots, although
the MLU is still much worse than that of COUDER with multi-path routing.
8.2 Impact of Different COUDER Parameters on Performance
Next, we study how different parameters may affect COUDER’s performance. Specifically, we look
at how different numbers of critical TMs (§8.2.1) and how different reconfiguration frequencies
(§8.2.2) change the network performance.
8.2.1 Effects of Critical Traffic Matrix Set Size.
To evaluate the impact of different numbers of critical TMs, we design an experiment with the same
setup as in §8.1 but with different numbers of critical TMs, and summarize the results in Fig. 9.
Recall from §3 that the critical TMs chosen by our algorithm form an outer bound of the historical
TMs, and this outer bound becomes tighter as we increase the number of critical TMs (see Fig.
2b). Choosing a larger bound could cover more grounds to handle traffic bursts, but weakens the
performance guarantee for the bounded TMs. For instance, when there is only one critical TM (i.e.
the critical TM would be the entry-wise historical max), the resulting outer bound would be the
largest. In this case, the MLU performance with K = 1 turns out to be the worst, as shown in Fig. 9.
Meanwhile, picking K = 7 critical TMs offers the best MLU performance, while K = 5 offers the
best AHC performance. At any rate, COUDER’s performance is not sensitive to variations of K . In
this case, choosing any number of critical TMs between 5 and 7 should be fine.
8.2.2 Impact of Reconfiguration Frequency and Latency.
The evaluation in §8.1 with Facebook’s one-day DCN trace assumes that topology and routing
are only reconfigured once. This option has a low implementation and management complexity.
However, many research efforts have been dedicated to develop faster optical circuit switches
and control loops in the past. A natural question to ask, then, is whether more frequent topology
reconfigurations can be more beneficial to performance?
To answer this question, we apply COUDER with various reconfiguration frequencies, ranging
from once every 30 seconds, 5 minutes, 1 hour, and 1 day. The initial convex set is computed based on
the first hour’s worth of traffic matrix snapshots. Each reconfiguration event will update the current
convex TM set by considering the traffic snapshots during the previous reconfiguration window.
As a result of this, the convex TM set used for topology-routing optimization is monotonically
increasing over the sequence of reconfiguration epochs.
During each topology reconfiguration, we use a policy that no more than 1 − αpred fraction of
links can be switched in a stage, where αpred is the estimated MLU of the critical traffic matrix
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Fig. 10. Impact of reconfiguration frequency and latency on performance.
set. If p fraction of links need to be reconfigured,
⌈
p
1−αpred
⌉
number of stages are required. In
practice, however, each reconfiguration stage incurs a non-negligible latency, during which a DCN
will experience reduced capacity (see Fig. 10a). The capacity reduction during reconfiguration is
accounted for in our evaluations.
Network operators may choose different reconfiguration policies based on their SLOs. Pursuing
an aggressive reconfiguration policy (i.e. reconfiguring more number of links per stage) speeds
up the topology-switching process, but may risk tearing down a more substantial portion of the
network capacity during switching. Conversely, one could pursue a more gradual reconfiguration
process using more incremental stages to ensure sufficient capacity is preserved, though this may
prolong the total reconfiguration latency.
Fig. 10 shows the tail MLU statistics5 and the AHC of COUDER at various reconfiguration
frequencies and latencies. Note that whether or not performing the desensitization step in COUDER
makes a big difference. Without desensitization, the 99.9th percentile MLU values are clearly higher,
and having a lower reconfiguration frequency makes COUDER’s MLU performance even worse.
With desensitization, COUDER can achieve goodMLU evenwith reconfiguration frequency kept low.
Although performing more frequent topology updates could improve COUDER’s performance, the
improvements are minor, and may not be worth the increased control and management complexity.
In fact, when each reconfiguration stage latency is as high as 500ms, frequent topology updates
could even lead to poorer tail MLU, as the network would operate longer at reduced-capacity.
Therefore, operators pursuing frequent reconfigurations for better performance should examine
the cost-benefit, depending on their hardware and software capabilities.
8.3 Robustness under Unexpected Bursts
Finally, we evaluate COUDER’s robustness under unexpected bursts in traffic demands. While
§3 showed that DCN traffic does exhibit weak temporal stability, some TMs will inevitably fall
outside the bounds of the critical TMs. Therefore, it is crucial for COUDER to be robust under these
circumstances. To this end, we design the following experiment.
First, we extract K = 5 critical TMs, {T1,T2, ...,TK }, from the entire sequence of 1-second inter-
pod traffic matrices. The critical TMs are used for topology and routing optimization. To generate
traces with different levels of bursts, we first compute a base component-wise max TM T b = [tbi j ],
where tbi j is the maximum traffic demand among all the ti j ’s in the TM sequence, and a standard
deviation matrix Σ = [σi j ], where σi j is the standard deviation of the all ti j ’s in the sequence.
We then exhaustively enumerate all the possible burst sets, each of which contains one or two
5The non-tail performances for different reconfiguration frequencies are similar, and hence not shown.
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source-destination pod pairs. Then, for each burst set, denoted as B, the corresponding burst TM is
T˜ (B) = [t˜i j (B)], where
t˜i j (B) =
{
tbi j + burst_factor ∗ σi j , for (i, j) ∈ B,
tbi j , for (i, j) < B.
(16)
The “burst_factor” parameter acts as a control knob for the level of burstiness.
Fig. 11 shows the MLU distribution for all the generated burst TMs. The overall MLU distribution
increases with an increase in burst factor. Notice that the desensitization step is essential for
lowering overall MLU and its variance. For instance, COUDER’s overall MLU and its variance
without desensitization are the highest. This is because the non-desensitized COUDER would
allocate fewer links between pods with less predicted traffic. Whenever these pod pairs experience
a demand surge that exceeds the bounds set by the critical TMs, the MLU may easily increase. This
issue can be mitigated using desensitization on top of COUDER, which shows the best overall MLU,
consistently beating mesh topology under desensitized TE and valiant load balancing (VLB).
9 PACKET LEVEL SIMULATIONS
The evaluations thus far have focused on link utilization and average hop count (network efficiency),
both of which are irrefutably crucial to DCN operators. However, evaluating performance based
solely on macroscopic metrics may be insufficient for two important reasons: 1) performance
evaluated on aggregated TM snapshots will inevitably smoothen out effects due to small timescale
bursts only packet level simulations can capture, and 2) how operator-centric metrics translate
into to user-centric, application-level performance (e.g. flow completion time (FCT) [16]) remains
unclear. To this end, we aim to bridge this gap by exploring the interplay between the operator-
centric metrics and application-centric metrics using a packet simulator called NetBench [42]. This
allows us to extend our evaluations by measuring packet latency, packet drops rate, flow completion
time, etc., at various levels of MLU and average hop count.
The simulation uses DCTCP congestion control [3]. We assume that inter-pod links have 40Gbps
capacity, and a propagation latency of 500ns. We simulate a total of 2 seconds of network events.
The simulator is given 0.5 second to warm up and down; only the flows that are initialized within
the [0.5, 1.5] second range are considered for analysis.
Next, we chose (at random) a 5-minute time frame to collect an aggregated inter-pod traffic
matrix, T = [ti j ], using the trace in [44]. Flows from pod si to pod sj are generated following a
Poisson arrival process with rate λti j , where the size of each flow follows uniform distribution.
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Fig. 12. Packet level simulations showing the effects of MLU and average hop count and fine-grained metrics
using a traffic matrix snapshot from Facebook trace.
The inter-pod logical topology is computed based on the 5-minute aggregated TM using COUDER,
while a few routing weights are computed, each with a specific AHC value6. We vary the MLU for
the same TM using the same routing-topology solutions by simply adjusting the flow arrival rates.
The impact of different MLU and AHC combinations to application-centric metrics is summarized
in Fig. 12. As expected, higher MLUs lead to poorer performance (i.e. lower percentage of flows are
completed within the simulations timeframes, more packets are dropped, packet round-trip times
increase, etc). As higher MLUs indicate more severe link congestion, the average flow throughput
will drop as a result. Increasing AHC, like MLU, also leads to packet level performance to deteriorate.
The compounding effect of average hop count becomes more evident when congestion is high.
As shown in Fig. 12c, the packet drop rate increases super-linearly with hop count when MLU is
0.6 and 0.8. This is because when packets traverse longer paths and more packet switches, they
leave a larger network footprint that leads to an increase in overall router queue lengths. When
congestion is low, a higher AHC may not significantly affect performance, and packets may simply
experience only a slight increase in round trip latency. When congestion is high, then queueing
delay comes into play, causing a super-linear increase in round trip latency. As buffers become
increasingly full, the typically shallow-buffered packet switches will begin dropping packets due to
buffer overflow. As a result, TCP will have to throttle its send rate, leading to a drastic increase in
flow completion time (see Fig. 12(a)), and fewer flow completions (see Fig.12(d)).
The above results demonstrate that both MLU and AHC play critical roles for application-level
performance. Since COUDER can achieve both a low MLU and AHC simultaneously (see results in
§8), it will also lead to better application-level performance.
10 CONCLUSION
We present COUDER, a robust topology engineering approach that does not rely on frequent
reconfigurations to react to traffic changes. Unlike previous ToE solutions that attempt to react to
traffic variations in real time, COUDER designs inter-pod topologies based on multiple critical TMs
extracted from historical traffic matrices, and adopts a desensitization technique to further enhance
its topologies against unexpected bursts. Compared with existing DCN topologies that do not use
OCSs, COUDER shows clear performance benefits even with daily reconfiguration. Reconfiguring
OCSs at such low frequencies greatly lowers the technological barrier to ToE deployment, thus
paving a path towards the incremental adoption of optical circuit switched DCNs.
6This can be easily done by adding an AHC constraint into COUDER’s formulation (7)-(9).
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A LINEARIZE FORMULATION (7)
We rewrite (7) as the following equivalent form:
max
D,Ω={ωp }
µ, s. t (17)
1)
N∑
j=1
di j ≤ r ieg,
N∑
i=1
di j ≤ r jig ∀ i, j = 1, ...,N
2a)
∑
p∈Pi j
ωp = 1, ∀ i, j = 1, ...,N
2b)
∑
p∈P,(si ,sj ) is a link along p
ωpµt
k
srcpdstp ≤ xi jbi j ,
∀ i, j = 1, ...,N and k = 1, ...,K
The nonlinear terms of (17) are ωpµ in the constraint (2b). We define new variables
ω ′p = ωpµ .
Substituting all the ωp ’s by ω ′p ’s, we obtain
max
D,Ω={ωp }
µ, s. t (18)
1)
N∑
j=1
di j ≤ r ieg,
N∑
i=1
di j ≤ r jig ∀ i, j = 1, ...,N
2a)
∑
p∈Pi j
ω ′p = µ, ∀ i, j = 1, ...,N
2b)
∑
p∈P,(si ,sj ) is a link along p
ω ′pt
k
srcpdstp ≤ xi jbi j ,
∀ i, j = 1, ...,N and k = 1, ...,K
It is easy to verify that (18) is a linear programming problem, and is equivalent to (17).
B ADDITIONAL EVALUATION RESULTS
Fig. 13-Fig. 15 show the evaluation results for the individual Facebook clusters.
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Fig. 13. Performance using Facebook’s Cache-follower cluster traces, aggregated into 1-second trafficmatrices.
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Fig. 15. Performance using Facebook’s Hadoop cluster traces, aggregated into 1-second traffic matrices.
C DETAILEDWALKTHROUGH FOR LDM
Lagrangian Dual method was motivated by the dual ascent method in [9]. By introducing dual
variables for soft constraints, LDM not only achieves graceful relaxation of soft constraints, but
also relaxes the original NP-hard problem to a polynomial-time solvable problem. Nevertheless,
LDM differs from the dual ascent method due to integer requirement. In this section, we detail the
steps required for LDM to work.
C.1 Primal Problem
Our goal is to find an integer solution of x = [xmij ] satisfying the soft constraint (10) and the hard
constraints in (1). In theory, there is no need for an objective function of x in our problem, since
the problem itself is more concerned with satisfiability of the soft-constraints. However, this will
lead to an algorithm with extremely poor convergence property. To speed up convergence, we
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introduce a strictly convex objective function for our primal problem, which is written as:
P : max
x
U (x) =
M∑
m=1
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
Umij (xmij )
s.t : (1), (10), are satisfied
(19)
At first, we chose Umij (xmij ) = 0, which is not strictly convex. In this case, the solution does not
converge even after running a large number of iterations. We then choseUmij (xmij ) = −(xmij )2, which
introduces a sharper objective function landscape that facilitated superior convergence. However,
this objective function will result in a solution of x that connects as fewer links as possible in each
OCS, which not only wastes physical resources but also results in an overall decrease in network
capacity. Finally, we went with:
Umij (xmij ) = −
(
xmij − hmij
)2
(20)
Where hmij = min
(
hmeд(si ),hmin(sj )
)
, taking advantage of the fact that hmij ≥ xmij to ensure that the
optimal solution maximizes the formation of logical links.
C.2 Dual Problem
To relax the soft constraint (10), we introduce dual variables p+ = [p+i j ] ≥ 0, p− = [p−i j ] ≥ 0, and the
following Lagrangian of the primal problem (19):
L(x, p+, p−) =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[
M∑
m=1
Umij (xmij ) − p+i j
(
M∑
m=1
xmij −
⌈
d∗i j
⌉ )
+ p−i j
(
M∑
m=1
xmij −
⌊
d∗i j
⌋ )]
.
Note that for every x satisfying constraints (1), (10), and every p+ ≥ 0 and p− ≥ 0, the following
inequality holds:
L(x, p+, p−) ≥
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
M∑
m=1
Umij (xmij ).
Let
д(p+, p−) := max
x
L(x, p+, p−) s.t. (1) is satisfied
We then have
д(p+, p−) ≥ max
x
L(x, p+, p−) satisfying (10), (1) (21)
≥ Optimal value of the primal problem (19)
Next, we introduce the dual problem:
D : min
p+,p−
д(p+, p−) s.t p+ ≥ 0, p− ≥ 0. (22)
Since the inequality (21) holds for all p+ ≥ 0 and p− ≥ 0, we must have
min
p+≥0,p−≥0
д(p+, p−) ≥ The maximum value of the primal problem (19).
Duality gap is then defined as the difference between the minimum value of the dual problem (22)
and the maximum value of the primal problem (19).
If the primal decision variable x were fractional numbers instead of integers, under mild con-
straints7, the duality gap would be 0. In that case, the optimal primal solution can be obtained
7For Slater’s Condition: see §5.2.3 in [10].
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by solving the dual problem instead. As we will see shortly, the dual problem (22) is much easier
to solve. However, (19) is an integer problem with non-zero duality gap, hence solving the dual
problem (22) cannot give us the optimal solution of the primal problem (19). Nevertheless, by
optimizing the dual problem, we can still obtain a good sub-optimal solution to (19) that satisfies
all the hard constraints and a vast majority of the soft constraints.
C.3 Subgradient Method
The key aspect of LDM is the optimization of the dual problem (22). Since the dual objective function
is not differentiable, the typical gradient descent algorithm cannot be applied here. Hence, we use
the subgradient method [45] instead, whose general form is given as follows:
Definition C.1. (Subgradient method [54]): Let f : Rn → R be a convex function with domain
Rn , a classical subgradient method iterates
y(τ+1) = y(τ ) − ατγ (τ ),
where γ (τ ) denotes a subgradient of f at y(τ ), where y(τ ) is the τ -th iterate of y. If f is differentiable,
then the only subgradient is the gradient vector of f . It may happen that γ (τ ) is not a descent
direction for f at y(τ ). We therefore keep a list of fbest to keep track of the lowest objective function
value found so far, i.e.,
fbest = min{ fbest, f (y(τ ))}.
Computing subgradients is the key step of the above subgradient method. The following lemma
tells us how to compute a subgradient for the dual objective function д(p+, p−).
Lemma C.2. For a given (pˆ+, pˆ−), let xˆ be an integer solution that maximizes the lagrangian
L(x, pˆ+, pˆ−), i.e.,
д(pˆ+, pˆ−) = max
x
L(x, pˆ+, pˆ−) = L(xˆ, pˆ+, pˆ−).
Then,
[⌈
d∗i j
⌉
−∑Mm=1 xˆmij ,∑Mm=1 xˆmij − ⌊d∗i j ⌋ , i, j = 1, ...,N ] is a subgradient of д(p+, p−) at (pˆ+, pˆ−),
i.e.,
д(p+, p−) − д(pˆ+, pˆ−) ≥
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
( ⌈
d∗i j
⌉ − M∑
m=1
xˆmij
)
(p+i j − pˆ+i j ) +
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
( M∑
m=1
xˆmij −
⌊
d∗i j
⌋ )(p−i j − pˆ−i j )
for any (p+, p−) in a neighbourhood of (pˆ+, pˆ−).
Proof. Consider an arbitrary (p+, p−). According to the definition of д(p+, p−), we must have
д(p+, p−) = max
x
L(x, p+, p−) ≥ L(xˆ, p+, p−).
Then,
д(p+, p−) − д(pˆ+, pˆ−) ≥ L(xˆ, p+, p−) − L(xˆ, pˆ+, pˆ−)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
( ⌈
d∗i j
⌉ − M∑
m=1
xˆmij
)
(p+i j − pˆ+i j ) +
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
( M∑
m=1
xˆmij −
⌊
d∗i j
⌋ )(p−i j − pˆ−i j ),
which completes the proof. □
Note that for each (pˆ+, pˆ−), xˆ may not be the only solution that maximizes the Lagrangian
L(x, pˆ+, pˆ−), because L(x, pˆ+, pˆ−) has integer variables x. It is thus possible to have multiple subgra-
dients for д(p+, p−) at (pˆ+, pˆ−), in which case д(p+, p−) is not differentiable at (pˆ+, pˆ−). If д(p+, p−)
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were differentiable at (pˆ+, pˆ−), there would be only one subgradient, which is the gradient of
д(p+, p−).
According to LemmaC.2, themost critical part of calculating subgradient is to find amaximizer for
a given Lagrangian. By rearranging the dual objective function д(p+, p−), we obtain the following:
д(p+, p−)
= max
x
L(x, p+, p−) s.t. (1) is satisfied
=
M∑
m=1
max
xm
[
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(
Umij (xmij ) + (p−i j − p+i j )xmij
)]
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(p+i j
⌈
d∗i j
⌉ − p−i j ⌊d∗i j ⌋) s.t. (1) is satisfied
From the above equation, we can see that optimizing the Lagrangian can be decomposed intoM
subproblems:
maxxm
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(
Umij (xmij ) + (p−i j − p+i j )xmij
)
(23)
s.t:
N∑
i=1
xmij ≤ hmig (j),
N∑
j=1
xmij ≤ hmeg(i) ∀ i, j = 1, 2, ...,N
Although these subproblems have significantly fewer decision variables, they are still integer
programming problems with quadratic objective function, which can be hard to solve. To further
reduce complexity, we apply first-order approximation to the nonlinear terms in (23), and obtain
maxxm
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(dUmij
dxmij
(xˆmij ) + (p−i j − p+i j )xmij
)
(24)
s.t:
N∑
i=1
xmij ≤ hmig (j),
N∑
j=1
xmij ≤ hmeg(i),
max{xˆmij − 1, 0} ≤ xmij ≤ xˆmij + 1 ∀ i, j = 1, 2, ...,N
where xˆ is the previous estimate of x. The approximated problem (24) can be solved in polynomial
time using the method in Appendix D.
C.4 Detailed Algorithm
The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Note that we update dual variables right after
computing a configuration for each OCS to hasten solution convergence. Another option is to
update dual variables after iterating through all the OCSs for one round. The problem with this
option is that OCSs with the same physical striping will be configured exactly the same way in the
same iteration, causing the solution to oscillate and slow down convergence.
Note that the harmonic step size function δ (τ ) is chosen because its sum approaches infinity as
we take infinitely many step sizes. This way, we ensure that p+, p−’s growth is not handicapped by
the step size if their optimal values are large.
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Since LDM cannot guarantee all the soft constraints being satisfied, we also introduce a goodness
function for a feasible OCS switch configuration state, x, to keep track of the best solution thus far:
Ψ(x) =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
ψi j , (25)
whereψi j is an indicator variable that equals 1 when the (i, j) pod pair’s soft constraints is satisfied,
and 0 otherwise.
Data:
• D∗ = [d∗i j ] ∈ RN×N - fractional topology
• τmax - number of iterations
Result: x∗ = [xmij ∗] ∈ ZN
2M - OCS switch states
1 Initialize: xˆ := 0, x∗ := 0, p+ := 0, p− := 0 ;
2 for τ ∈ {1, 2, ...,τmax } do
3 Set step size δ := 1τ ;
4 form ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} do
5 Solve (24) based on Appendix D, and let xm be the integer solution;
6 Update xˆ in them-th OCS by setting xˆm = xm ;
7 if Ψ(x∗) < Ψ(xˆ) then
8 x∗ := xˆ;
9 end
10 Update dual variables using p+i j := max
{
p+i j − δ
( ⌈
d∗i j
⌉
−∑Mm′=1 xˆm′i j ), 0} and
p−i j := max
{
p−i j − δ
( ∑M
m′=1 xˆ
m′
i j −
⌊
d∗i j
⌋ )
, 0
}
.
11 end
12 end
Algorithm 1: Lagrangian duality method
D MAPPING (24) TO A MIN-COST CIRCULATION PROBLEM
In this section, we study a general form of (24) as follows:
min
a=[ai j ]
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Ci jai j (26)
s.t:
I∑
i=1
ai j ≤ Pj ,
J∑
j=1
ai j ≤ Qi ,
Li j ≤ ai j ≤ Ui j ∀ i = 1, ..., I , j = 1, ..., J
where a = [ai j ] is an I × J integer matrix to be solved, and C = [Ci j ], P = [Pj ],Q = [Qi ], L =
[Li j ],U = [Ui j ] are predefined constants. We would like to show that (26) can be easily mapped to a
min-cost circulation problem, which is polynomial time-solvable with integer solution guarantees
as long as P = [Pj ],Q = [Qi ], L = [Li j ],U = [Ui j ] are all integers.
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D.1 Min-Cost Circulation Problem
Definition D.1. (Min-Cost Circulation Problem) Given a flow network with
• l(v,w), lower bound on flow from node v to nodew ;
• u(v,w), upper bound on flow from node v to nodew ;
• c(v,w), cost of a unit of flow on (v,w),
the goal of the min-cost circulation problem is to find a flow assignment f (v,w) that minimizes∑
(v,w )
c(v,w) · f (v,w),
while satisfying the following two constraints:
(1) Throughput constraints: l(v,w) ≤ f (v,w) ≤ u(v,w);
(2) Flow conservation constraints:
∑
u f (u,v) =
∑
w f (v,w) for any node v .
Note that all the constant parameters l(v,w),u(v,w) are all positive and c(v,w) can be either
positive or negative. In addition, min-cost circulation problem has a very nice property that
guarantees integer solutions:
Lemma D.2. (Integral Flow Theorem) Given a feasible circulation problem, if l(v,w)’s and u(v,w)’s
are all integers, then there exists a feasible flow assignment such that all flows are integers.
In fact, for feasible circulation problems with integer bounds, most max-flow algorithms, e.g.,
Edmonds-Karp algorithm [17] and Goldberg-Tarjan algorithm [22], are guaranteed to generate
integer solutions.
D.2 Detailed Transformation Steps
Fig. 16. A flow graph example corresponding to equation (26).
We first construct a flow network based on equation (26) as follows (also see Fig. 16):
(1) Create a directed bipartite graph. Note that a is an I × J matrix. We create I nodes on the left
hand side of the bipartite graph, and create J nodes on the right hand side of the bipartite
graph. We add a directed link from i to j, and set the bounds of this link as [Li j ,Ui j ] and the
cost of this link as Ci j .
(2) Add a source node, and for each of the I left nodes, add a link that connects to this source
node. The bounds of the i-th link is set as [0,Qi ], and the cost is set to 0.
(3) Add a sink node and J links from the J right nodes to this sink node. The bounds of the j-th
link is set as [0, Pi ], and the cost is set to 0.
(4) Add a feedback link from the sink node to the source node. The bounds of this feedback link
is set as [0,∞), and the cost is set as a very small negative value −ϵ , e.g., −10−6.
We then assign flows to this flow network.
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(1) For the link from the i-th left node to the j-th right node, assign ai j amount of flow.
(2) For the link from the source node to the i-th left node, assign
∑J
j=1 ai j amount of flow.
(3) For the link from the j-th right node to the sink node, assign
∑I
i=1 ai j amount of flow.
(4) For the feedback link from the sink node to the source node, assign
∑I
i=1
∑J
j=1 ai j amount of
flow.
It is easy to verify that the above flow assignment satisfies the flow conservation constraints in
Definition D.1. Further, by enforcing the throughput constraints in Definition D.1, all the constraints
in (26) are also satisfied. Further, the objective function of this min-cost flow problem is
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
Ci jai j + ϵ
( I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
ai j
)
. (27)
Since ai j ’s are all integers,
∑I
i=1
∑J
j=1Ci jai j cannot be take on a continuum of values. Then, as long
as ϵ is small enough, minimizing (27) will also minimize the objective function in (26). The benefit
of having a small negative cost ϵ is that more flows can be assigned if possible.
E OCS MAPPING - OPTIMALITY ANALYSIS
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Fig. 17. Optimality of OCS-mapping algorithms, using nearest neighbor (left col) and random (right col) TMs.
Although LDM is motivated by convex optimization theories, our problem requires integer
solutions and is thus not convex. Therefore, LDM cannot guarantee optimality. That said, we found
via simulation that LDM shows superior performance.
We generated 900 DCN instances with pod-counts between 12 and 66. Each DCN instance is
heterogeneous, containing pods with a mixture of 256, 512, and 1024 ports, interconnected via
128-port OCSs. The greedy algorithm described in Helios [19] acts as a baseline. All 900 instances
are tested using: 1) nearest-neighbor, and 2) random permutation TMs. For nearest-neighbor TM,
each pod sends traffic only to pods within ρ-units of circular index distance, where ρ is ∼ 18th the
fabric size; this imitates skewed, neighbor-intensive traffic. Random TM is generated by treating
each off-diagonal entry as a uniform random variable.
Next, we compute a logical topology w.r.t. to its TM. We use two solution-optimality metrics: 1)
soft-constraint violation ratio, and 2) optimality loss. Soft-constraint violations count the number
of (i, j) pairs where (10) is violated. Optimality loss measures the throughput loss/gap as we
approximate the fractional topology with an integer one. This is measured as 1 − µ∗intµ∗f rac ; µ
∗
int and
µ∗f rac denote the throughputs under the integer and fractional logical topologies. Fig. 17 shows
that LDM outperforms the greedy method in both metrics.
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